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Abstract: This article investigates the simultaneous interaction between an automated vehicle (AV)
and its passenger, and between the same AV and a human driver of another vehicle. For this purpose,
we have implemented a multi-vehicle simulation consisting of two driving simulators, one for the AV
and one for the manual vehicle. The considered scenario is a road bottleneck with a double-parked
vehicle either on one side of the road or on both sides of the road where an AV and a simultaneously
oncoming human driver negotiate the right of way. The AV communicates to its passenger via the
internal automation human–machine interface (HMI) and it concurrently displays the right of way to
the human driver via an external HMI. In addition to the regular encounters, this paper analyzes the
effect of an automation failure, where the AV first communicates to yield the right of way and then
changes its strategy and passes through the bottleneck first despite oncoming traffic. The research
questions the study aims to answer are what methods should be used for the implementation of
multi-vehicle simulations with one AV, and if there is an added benefit of this multi-vehicle simulation
compared to single-driver simulator studies. The results show an acceptable synchronicity for using
traffic lights as basic synchronization and a distance control as the detail synchronization method.
The participants had similar passing times in the multi-vehicle simulation compared to a previously
conducted single-driver simulation. Moreover, there was a lower crash rate in the multi-vehicle
simulation during the automation failure. Concluding the results, the proposed method seems to be an
appropriate solution to implement multi-vehicle simulation with one AV. Additionally, multi-vehicle
simulation offers a benefit if more than one human affects the interaction within a scenario.
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1. Introduction

A current research focus in the context of automated driving is human–machine interface (HMI)
design. In urban areas, which are characterized by a high number of objects [1], a high number of
vulnerable road users [2], and high information density [3], the automated vehicle (AV) must be able to
clearly communicate with the passenger and the surrounding human road user [4]. The only way to
investigate the simultaneous communication via the automation HMI (aHMI) and the external HMI
(eHMI) [4] is by conducting a multi-vehicle simulation. This requires a human road user, such as a
human driver, who perceives the eHMI and a passenger in the AV who perceives information from
the aHMI.

A scenario of particular interest is the bottleneck scenario in urban areas [5] where communicating
via eHMIs has the potential to enhance traffic efficiency and safety [6]. Partially automated driving
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systems (ADS) are already state of the art. Nevertheless, the current operation design domain (ODD) in
partially automated driving is limited to highways, since these are characterized by a lower complexity
compared to urban areas. As the driver must still monitor the ADS and must be able to take over vehicle
guidance at any time without a request to intervene [7], it could be assumed that such systems will be
realized sooner than systems with a higher level of driving automation in urban areas. Therefore, this
study addresses the interaction between a human driver and a partially AV and its passenger in
bottleneck scenarios in urban areas.

Compared to investigations with fixed programmed road users, multi-vehicle simulations should
generate a more realistic driving behavior [8]. With regard to partially automated driving, there may
be an added benefit, especially when the passenger of the AV has to take over vehicle guidance again.
For this purpose, a controlled interaction scenario must be achieved, which is a special challenge of
multi-vehicle simulation [9]. Therefore, this publication aims at the realization and evaluation of the
technical implementation of such a multi-vehicle study. Additionally, a multi-vehicle experiment has
been conducted to compare the results with a single-driver simulation to identify added benefits using
multi-vehicle simulation.

2. State of Research

2.1. Previous Studies on Multi-Agent Simulation

Multi-agent simulation is a useful tool for analyzing the interaction of various road users
in the same environment. It permits the measurement of the parameters of each individual
participant as well as the objectification of the behavior within a group of several drivers, e.g.,
in platoons [10]. Additionally, the multi-agent simulation retains the single-agent simulation’s benefits
of being controllable and accurate and enriches the experiments with a more realistic traffic flow
environment [11,12]. Thus, the multi-vehicle simulation increases the ability of both driving and traffic
simulation [11]. It enables the investigation of social interaction [13] and the analysis of advanced
driver assistance systems affecting several drivers [14]. A classification of previous research can be
made according to the characteristics of the road users involved.

Lehsing, Benz, and Bengler [15] investigated the interaction between a human driver and a
pedestrian in a pedestrian crossing scenario. In half of the encounters a confederate controlled the
pedestrian, resulting in a more human-like behavior since he was able to react to the participants’
driving behavior. In the other half of the encounters the pedestrian’s behavior was programmed.
The authors state that the approach of physically linking both simulators is a meaningful method in
traffic research since it raises the validity of investigations in human–human interaction [15].

In contrast to the driver-pedestrian interaction there were studies researching the interaction
between several human drivers, which could be clustered in experiments investigating safety-critical
situations and experiments researching the interaction and cooperation between several road users.
Hancock and de Ridder [16] used the multi-vehicle simulation to investigate the participants’
avoidance responses at the brink of a collision. The authors emphasize the value of multi-vehicle
simulation because it analyzes critical situations in a safe and efficient manner. Moreover, the method
provided similar avoidance responses compared to real-world investigations [16]. Yasar, Berbers,
and Preuveneers [17] also used the multi-vehicle simulation to investigate safety critical situations
at intersections by analyzing the incident rate and the participants’ driving behavior affected by a
voice-based command system and the presence of traffic lights. Will [18] found a decrease in the
criticality of encounters between a human driver and a motorcyclist due to a system supporting the
interaction at intersections.

Aside from conducting multi-vehicle simulations to investigate safety critical situations, the method
was also used to analyze the interaction or cooperation of different human drivers. The method
was used to realize the presence of multiple participants in a platoon of four vehicles to identify
parameters describing the behavior of different drivers within the platoon as well as the behavior
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of the platoon as a whole [19,20]. Moreover, Heesen, Baumann, Kelsch, Nause, and Friedrich [21]
conducted a multi-vehicle study to examine the effect of a cooperative lane change assistant on possible
conflicts on motorways. Results of the experiment show that drivers consider the other driver’s
possible actions when requesting to cooperate. In addition, the capability to anticipate affects the
willingness to cooperate [21]. Sun, Ma, Li, and Niu [11] confirm the positive effect of multi-vehicle
simulation on the behavior in lane change maneuvers to be consistent with the data of field observations.
Further research including multi-vehicle simulation was applied, e.g., the evaluation of dynamic speed
guidance strategies [22] or the analysis of the “rubbernecking” phenomenon, consisting of a driver
slowing down due to an accident on the opposite side of the road [23].

Furthermore, multi-vehicle simulations are used to analyze the subjective feeling of human drivers.
Rittger, Mühlbacher, Maag, and Kiesel [24] found that the usage of a traffic light assistant could raise
the feeling of bothering other road users and it induces anger in participants without an assistant.
Additionally, the participants’ knowledge of the presence of another real human in the same simulation
influences the participants’ sensation [25] and the willingness to cooperate [21].

The implementation of AVs and the associated investigation of the interaction between AVs and
other road users enlarge the application of multi-agent simulation. Bazilinskyy, Kooijman, Dodou,
and de Winter [26] analyzed the interaction between an AV communicating via an eHMI, a human
driver, and a pedestrian at a T-intersection with a zebra-crossing. The authors concluded that the
multi-agent simulation is a promising tool to research interaction in traffic in the future.

2.2. Implementation of Multi-Agent Simulation

One challenge in conducting a multi-agent simulation is to induce the interaction in a controlled
manner [9]. In the case that the interaction does not occur in the simulation, there is no added benefit
of multi-agent simulation [8]. The following possibilities to realize the participants’ coordination were
used to avoid the insufficiently synchronized encounters of several participants.

Schindler and Köster [27] used the implementation of detours, dynamically modified speed
adjustments, and the manipulation of the participants’ speedometer to synchronize the participants’
encounter. Another possibility is the dynamic change of the route length [16,27] or to have one
interaction partner as a confederate [15]. The confederate knows about the experimental condition and
is able to react to the driving behavior of the other participant. Moreover, the instruction of participants
could be used to enable a synchronized interaction [24,28]. In the simulation, the implementation of
road sections where the participants have to follow programmed traffic and the control of implemented
traffic lights are methods to enable coordinated interaction in a multi-agent simulation [27,29].

3. Objectives

One challenge of multi-vehicle simulation is that the participants have to approach the investigated
scenario at the same time in order to ensure controlled interaction. Various publications have already
taken up this challenge. However, all these studies investigated scenarios without automated road
users. Since the present work investigates the interaction between an AV and a human driver at
bottlenecks, new opportunities arise to achieve the synchronous arrival of both road users via the ADS
and its implemented longitudinal control. This creates new challenges in terms of reproducibility and
comprehensibility. Therefore, this publication aims at the technical implementation and evaluation
of such a method with an automated road user in a multi-vehicle simulation. Hence, a multi-vehicle
simulation was conducted. The results are compared with the results of a single-driver study on
eHMI design to identify the relevant use cases where multi-vehicle simulation offers an added benefit.
The objectives of this study lead to the following research questions (RQ):

• RQ1: What methods should be used for multi-vehicle simulations with one automated vehicle to
ensure synchronicity?

• RQ2: What is the added benefit of a multi-vehicle simulation with one automated vehicle compared
to single-driver simulations?
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4. Technical Implementation

4.1. Basic Synchronization

After analyzing synchronization methods used in research for multi-vehicle simulation studies
(see Section 2.2), we decided to synchronize the AV and the human driver via a traffic light control.
The basic synchronization with traffic lights enables the compensation of large time differences and has
a low space requirement in the simulation environment. Figure 1 shows the basic synchronization we
implemented in the simulation. For the manual vehicle, a speed limit of 30 km/h was applied directly
after the traffic lights. For the AV, the speed limit of 30 km/h was set at the beginning of the interaction
phase. When approaching the bottleneck the traffic light in front of the human driver shows red and
the human driver has to wait at the stop line. The AV arrives at the other traffic light with a delay (∆t)
due to course design. During the approach the AV passes a trigger point at the course which causes
the traffic lights in front of the AV to switch from green to red so that the AV decelerates to a standstill
in front of its stop line. Subsequently, both traffic lights switch from red to green. Since both traffic
lights have the same distance to the road bottleneck and due to the simultaneous change of the traffic
light’s state, the AV and the human driver are basically synchronized when entering the scenario.
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Figure 1. Basic synchronization of the AV (red vehicle in the lower part) and human driver (black
vehicle in the upper part) via the traffic light control. The route does not correspond to the real course
in the simulation and is shown schematically.

4.2. Detail Synchronization

After the basic synchronization has compensated large time differences, both vehicles start from
a standstill after the traffic lights have turned green. A distance difference may already occur while
waiting in front of the traffic lights if the human driver comes to a standstill with a different distance
to the traffic lights than the AV. According to Rettenmaier, Albers, and Bengler [30] the interaction
phase was defined in a radius of 50 m around the road bottleneck (see Figure 1). After passing the
green traffic light, distance differences (∆d) would occur without detail synchronization, where the AV
adapts to the behavior of the human driver. These differences would result due to the different speed
profiles. In the case of large distance differences, there would be no interaction because the passing of
the bottleneck would be regulated by the earlier arrival of one of the vehicles [31]. In order to achieve a
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high degree of synchronicity when the interaction phase is reached, the automated longitudinal control
of the AV is used to adapt to the behavior of the human driver.

The automated driving system is realized by using simulation state data. The longitudinal control
of the automation during free driving without a front vehicle or traffic light consists of a PID control,
which receives speed settings as input. An acceleration is generated as output of the PID control, which
is transferred to the internal vehicle dynamics using a single-track model of the driving simulation
software SILAB. Here, several implementation opportunities to adapt to the behavior of the manual
vehicle exist (Figure 2):

• Implementation of a PID controller which controls the speed difference of both vehicles and has
the acceleration as an output (Method 1)

• Implementation of a PID controller which controls the distance difference of both vehicles to the
road bottleneck and has the acceleration as an output (Method 2)

• Transmitting the acceleration of the manual vehicle directly to the AV’s internal driving dynamics
in SILAB (Method 3)

• Transmitting the pedals’ positions of the manual vehicle directly to the AV’s internal driving
dynamics in SILAB (Method 4)
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Figure 2. Block diagrams of the proposed methods to adapt the AV to the behavior of the manual
vehicle (MV).

In order to analyze which of these methods is most appropriate, speed profiles for a simulation
of the manual vehicle are required. To exclude influences of lateral steering on the longitudinal
dynamics, the scenario (Figure 1) was implemented on a straight track instead of a u-shaped one.
Subsequently, three different speed profiles were implemented using a cruise control (Figure 3).
The different speed profiles are intended to represent different human driver types (offensive, neutral,
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defensive). Nevertheless, these synthetic profiles cannot represent a human driver exactly, so they are
only suitable for a first pre-test.
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Figure 3. Three different implemented speed profiles (offensive, neutral, defensive) using a cruise
control to simulate the manual vehicle during the pre-test.

Negative values for the distance differences of both vehicles to the road bottleneck mean that
the manual vehicle reached the interaction phase first. Method 1 using the speed as input resulted
in a mean (M) difference of −8.26 m with a standard deviation (SD) of 7.61 m. Using the distance
difference as an input in Method 2 led to M = −0.79 m (SD = 1.12 m) difference. Method 3 using the
acceleration of the manual vehicle did not lead to any interaction scenarios due to implementation issues.
Method 4 using the pedals’ positions as input led to the smallest average difference of M = −0.51 m
(SD = 0.63 m). However, since the same pedals in terms of hardware and software were not installed
in both simulators, a factor was required to convert the pedal values. This factor was also dependent
on the lateral dynamics, so that it was not possible to configure this factor for the u-shaped track
and we had to reject this method. Due to the smaller resulting differences for Method 2 compared to
Method 1, we used the distance difference as an input for a separate PID controller to do the detail
synchronization. In order to enable the PID control of the AV to compensate for the distance difference,
the AV’s speed limit of 50 km/h should be maintained until the start of the interaction phase.

For standardized conditions of the interactions, the speed profiles of the AV should be as identical
as possible during all encounters within the interaction phase. For this purpose, a further pre-test
was carried out in which the detail synchronization was switched off before the interaction phase so
that the automated longitudinal guidance could be adjusted to 30 km/h. Again, the three synthetic
speed profiles (offensive, neutral, defensive) were used on a straight course, while the distance of the
switch-off to the road bottleneck was varied. The longitudinal control needs about 40 m to compensate
for a speed difference of 5 km/h to the target speed of 30 km/h. Therefore, the distance of the switch-off

was varied in 10 m steps between 80 m and 120 m to the road bottleneck. The start of the interaction
phase (distance of 50 m) was used as reference. The mean distance differences with the standard
deviation between the AV and implemented manual vehicle to the road bottleneck, respectively,
are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of the distance differences of the AV and the implemented
manual vehicle using each speed profile (offensive, neutral, defensive) once (n = 3). The distance to the
road bottleneck when the detail synchronization was switched off was varied.

Switch-Off Distance [m] M [m] SD [m]

50 −0.79 1.11

80 0.21 4.49

90 0.76 5.31

100 1.57 6.11

110 2.19 7.14

120 2.65 8.19

The earlier the switch-off is performed, the more the mean distance difference, and especially its
standard deviation, increases. Thus, an earlier switch-off point leads to a reduction in synchronicity.
In contrast, an early switch-off of the detail synchronization leads to a constant speed profile in the
interaction phase and thus to a corresponding reproducibility of the AV’s speed profile. At speeds of
less than 30 km/h of the AV during detail synchronization, the AV would subsequently accelerate to
30 km/h after switching off the detail synchronization in front of the bottleneck. This could lead to
a lack of comprehensibility by the passenger, which in turn could result in passenger intervention.
Thus, synchronicity, reproducibility, and comprehensibility must be taken into account when designing
the detail synchronization (Figure 4). It is not possible to guarantee the desired interaction scenarios
with the human driver by simultaneously fulfilling these three attributes. Therefore, one of the criteria
had to be neglected in the design and either a limited synchronicity, a limited reproducibility, or a
limited comprehensibility had to be accepted (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Effect of the switch-off point of the distance controller on the attributes synchronicity,
reproducibility, and comprehensibility for detail synchronization. The switch-off point results in
a trade-off between these attributes in a way that a simultaneous fulfilling of all attributes cannot
be guaranteed.

For the investigation of the interaction at bottlenecks and possible automation failures,
we considered the highest possible synchronicity and reproducibility as most important, so that
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the vehicles arrive at the bottleneck simultaneously and the AV has the target speed of 30km/h at the
beginning of the interaction phase. Low synchronicity or reproducibility could limit the validity of
the experimental setting and may lead to many excluded datasets. Therefore, we decided to use a
limited comprehensibility. Switching off the detail synchronization 80 m in front of the bottleneck
represents the best compromise between synchronicity and reproducibility (Table 1). A final pre-test
with two participants and three runs each showed a distance difference of M = −2.6 m (SD = 8.2 m).
We considered reaching the 30 km/h before the start of the interaction phase and having a distance
difference of less than one vehicle length as a good reproducibility and synchronicity for our approach
to use it for our experimental setting.

4.3. Course Design

Figure 5 presents the two course modules (Module I and Module II) we used in our study from
the bird’s eye view including the navigation details which supported both participants as they passed
through the respective module on the intended route. Each participant drives through an individually
designed urban route consisting of different streets and intersections. Since the participants are
separated by a row of houses during entry into and exit from the module, they encounter each other
only once per module at the road bottleneck. The size of the modules results in an average transit
time of five minutes per module. The basic and detail synchronization occurs in the area around the
bottleneck. The straight section on which the interaction takes place is 300 m long. Each traffic light of
basic synchronization is 250 m apart of the bottleneck. The access to the interaction section consists of a
slight bend so that the participants are not able to see each other while waiting at the respective traffic
lights. For the manual vehicle, the speed limit at the interaction section was set to 30 km/h directly
after the corresponding traffic light. The 30 km/h speed limit of the AV was set 50 m in front of the
bottleneck. On the remaining course the speed limit was 50 km/h.
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5. Multi-Vehicle Study

5.1. Sample

Twenty-six participants took part in this study resulting in 13 participant pairs. The participants
were comprised of 31% women and 69% men. The mean age of the participants was M = 27.50 years
with a standard deviation of SD = 8.99 years. They possessed their driver’s license for M = 10.08 years
(SD = 8.93 years) and evaluated their previous knowledge of automated driving on a 5-point Likert
scale from “very low” to “very high” with a median of 4 (= high). A statistical evaluation showed no
differences between automated and manual vehicle groups. The requirement for participation in this
experiment was a valid driver’s license.

5.2. Experimental Design

The multi-vehicle study consisted of a 2 (message) × 2 (bottleneck type) repeated measures design.
The first factor message (within-subject) represented the AV’s intention. It contained the factor levels
AV yields the right of way and AV insists on the right of way. The second factor bottleneck type
(within-subject) consisted of the levels bottleneck narrowed on both sides and bottleneck narrowed on
one side. Additionally, we implemented an automation failure where the AV first communicated to
yield the right of way at a bottleneck narrowed only on the AV’s side. Thirty meters in front of the
bottleneck the AV failed to detect the oncoming human driver. Therefore, it stopped communicating
by switching off the eHMI and started to pass through the bottleneck despite the oncoming human
driver. Each participant pair experienced the Use Cases 1-4 once in a permuted order followed by Use
Case 5 with the automation failure at the end of the experimental drive (Table 2).

Table 2. Five different Use Cases the participants passed through.

AV Insists on Right of Way AV Yields Right of Way Automation Failure

Bottleneck narrowed on both sides Use Case 1 (Module I) Use Case 3 (Module I) -

Bottleneck narrowed on one side Use Case 2 (Module II) Use Case 4 (Module II) Use Case 5 (Module II)

5.3. Driving Simulators

The study took place in the two modular driving simulators at the Chair of Ergonomics of the
Technical University of Munich (Figure 6). Both simulators offer a 120◦ horizontal field of view on
three 55-inch screens with Ultra-HD resolution. While the rearview mirror is integrated in the view of
the middle screen, two additional displays visualize the side mirrors. An additional display behind the
steering wheel serves as a freely programmable instrument cluster (IC). In the AV setup, an LED-strip
was positioned where the bottom of the windshield would be. In addition, the AV setup was equipped
with a motion platform. Four D-BOX actuators generated pitch and roll movements, which provided
participants with improved feedback about the behavior of the AV. Sound systems in both simulators
generated engine and environmental sounds. We used the driving simulation software SILAB 6.0 from
the Würzburg Institute of Traffic Sciences [32]. A data collection rate of 240 Hz and a refresh rate of
60 Hz was used. The partially automated driving system of the AV had to be activated by a button on
the steering wheel. The automated driving system could be deactivated at any time using the same
button or by braking, accelerating, or steering. The simulators are located in different rooms and were
networked via LAN cable.
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5.4. HMI Design

5.4.1. Human–Machine Interface of the Manual Vehicle

We used an instrument cluster (IC) and head-up display (HUD) for the HMI of the manual vehicle.
Both HMI elements presented navigation and speed information. No other information, such as from
driver assistance systems, was implemented in the manual vehicle’s HMI.

5.4.2. Automation Human–Machine Interface

The aHMI [4] consisted of an instrument cluster (IC), a head-up display (HUD), and an LED strip.
The aHMI should provide information about current and planned maneuvers in addition to the system
status to the passenger when monitoring a partial automated driving system [33–35]. The LED-strip
was mounted at the bottom of the windshield since this is an often used position in the context of
automated driving [35–39]. When the ADS was available, the LED-strip illuminated white and after
activation, the LED-strip illuminated blue [40]. For displaying the current and planned maneuver,
the IC and HUD were used. The IC display (Figure 7) has been further modified from the adaptive
concept of Feierle, Bücherl, Hecht, and Bengler [41]. The current speed is displayed on the left part of
the IC, while the system status is displayed on the right and at the bottom as part of an automation
scale. Central to the display is the indication of the planned and current maneuvers of the vehicle as
well as the traffic sign recognition. Above this, as an extension of the road, is the navigation display.
The visualization of the maneuvers regarding the investigated bottleneck scenarios depending on the
oncoming traffic, are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Visualization of the maneuver in the IC during the bottleneck scenarios: (a) bottleneck
narrowed on both sides, AV insists on the right of way; (b) bottleneck narrowed on both sides,
no oncoming traffic, AV passes; (c) bottleneck narrowed on both sides, AV yields the right of way;
(d) bottleneck narrowed on one side, no upcoming traffic, AV passes; (e) bottleneck narrowed on one
side, AV yields the right of way.

The HUD is based on the concept of Feierle, Beller, and Bengler [42]. The display (Figure 9) is
divided into three sections. Speed information is located at the left section, system status, and driving
maneuvers are shown in the middle section, and the right section shows the navigation information.
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Figure 9. Head-up display showing speed, maneuver, and navigation information when the AV insists
on the right of way in the road bottleneck scenario narrowed on both sides. The black background is
transparent in the driving simulation.

5.4.3. External Human–Machine Interface

The eHMI [4] consisted of a display mounted at the front of the vehicle, since its message is
visible for the human driver, especially for long distances like in the road bottleneck scenario [6].
The design of the eHMI (Figure 10) was developed by Rettenmaier et al. [30]. The eHMI uses an arrow
to indicate which negotiation partner can pass through the bottleneck first. With the green arrow the
AV communicates to yield the right of way to the human driver. The orange arrow indicates that the
AV insists on the right of way. Both arrows are animated with a frequency of 1 Hz building up in the
direction the bottleneck may be passed through first. Additionally, with the arrows the eHMI design
includes the contour of the road represented by two gray lines [30].
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Figure 10. External HMI used in the study. In the upper part of the picture the AV indicates to yield
the right of way to the human driver. In the lower part the AV communicates to insist on the right of
way. The illustrated scenario is the road bottleneck narrowed on both sides of the road [30].

5.5. Experimental Track and Bottleneck Scenarios

The experimental track consisted of a route network in an urban area with several intersections
and connecting roads. The scenario examined in the study is the road bottleneck scenario composed of
the simultaneous encounter of a human driver and an AV approaching from the opposite direction.
The scenario varies the bottleneck type and the right of way. Figure 11 presents the five resulting Use
Cases the participants passed through during the experimental drive. The scenario is subdivided
into the approaching phase in which both participants approach the bottleneck until the start of the
interaction phases starting 50 m in front of the bottleneck. In the interaction phase the AV switches on
its eHMI and it starts communicating to yield the right of way or to insist on it. If the AV yielded the
right of way it stopped (S) 13 m in front of the obstacle. In Use Case 1 and Use Case 3 the bottleneck
was constricted on both sides of the road due to two double-parked vehicles. In Use Case 2 and
Use Case 4 there was only one obstacle, either on the human driver’s side of the road or in the AV’s
lane. Use Case 5 represents the implemented automation failure when the AV first communicates
to yield the right of way at the bottleneck narrowed on one side. Then the AV changes the strategy
30 m in front of the bottleneck and demonstrates insisting on the right of way. The 30 m results from
adding the travel distance within a one second reaction time (x = 8.33 m), the braking distance with
a deceleration of −2 m/s2 (y = 17.35 m), and the stopping distance to the middle of the bottleneck
(z = 4 m). After oncoming traffic is initially detected, the AV changes the communication strategy by
switching off the eHMI due to losing the detection of the oncoming human driver during the passage.
The speed limit in the interaction phase was set to 30 km/h for both participants.
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Figure 11. Different bottleneck scenarios the participants passed through during the experimental
drive. The scenarios are located in the interaction phase with a speed limit of 30 km/h. In the interaction
phase the AV communicates to the driver of the manual vehicle (MV) via the eHMI either to yield the
right of way or to insist on it [30].

5.6. Procedure

During the experiment there were two experimenters, one for each participant. Welcoming and
introducing the participants was conducted separately by the experimenters to avoid the influence
of gender effects, sympathy/antipathy, or social similarity between the participants. After reading
the safety instructions and the participant information the participants consented to the experiment.
Subsequently, the participants filled in a demographic questionnaire including the age, gender,
experience with automated driving, and the possession of their driver’s license. Afterwards the
participants received the instruction. The participants acting as the human drivers in the simulation
were instructed about manual driving with navigation instructions and were informed that there
would be interactions with an AV. Moreover, the human drivers were also made aware of the
presence of another human in the AV in the simulation. The AV’s passengers were instructed about
partially automated driving, its capacities, and about the obligation of monitoring the driving scene.
Additionally, the AV’s passengers also received information about the presence of a human driver in
the same simulation, since this awareness could positively affect the willingness to cooperate [21].

Subsequently, both participants completed an introductory drive (duration: 10 min) in the
multi-vehicle simulation. The human drivers had the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the
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simulator’s driving behavior and the navigation information. The AV’s passengers got acquainted
with the driving automation including the oversteering of the same. Afterwards, the experimental
drive (duration: 25 min) was conducted consisting of passing through the Use Cases 1–4 in a permuted
order followed by the experience of the automation failure in Use Case 5. The experiment concluded by
both participants filling out a questionnaire and having an oral interview referring to the automation
failure they experienced.

5.7. Measures and Analysis

We used the differences in distance and in time to arrival (TTA) of the two simulated vehicles to
the bottleneck to assess the synchronicity and the driving profiles resulting from the methodology.
Both metrics were calculated once the first of the two vehicles reached the interaction phase. For this
purpose, six of the 65 possible encounters had to be discarded due to the intervention of participants in
the AV before reaching the interaction phase.

To determine traffic efficiency and safety, we excluded the data of three participant pairs due
to technical issues within the interaction phase. The traffic efficiency was operationalized by means
of participants’ passing times. This metric was defined as the time that elapsed from the manual
driver’s entrance to the interaction phase (50 m in front of the bottleneck) until passing the AV 15 m
behind the bottleneck. The crash rate was used to assess the controllability of the automation failure.
Additionally, as a further metric the time to collision (TTC) was calculated when the passenger of
the AV took over control of the vehicle guidance. Based on the small sample size in multi-vehicle
simulation and the large difference in sample size compared to single driver simulations, we refrained
from a statistical evaluation and we descriptively analyzed the data.

6. Results

6.1. Technical Implementation

Figure 12 shows the distances of the manual vehicles and AVs to the bottleneck (blue line) as a
result of the distance control. The angle bisector (orange line) represents the distances for an ideal
synchronization, if the implemented control does not result in any delay. It can be seen that both
vehicles start at different distances from the bottleneck after the traffic light turns green. At the
beginning the manual vehicles approach the bottleneck faster than the AVs, resulting in a vertical
rise in the curves. Therefore, the distance control results in an offset as the initial accelerations of the
human drivers cannot be compensated for quickly enough. The maximum deviations occur between
250 m and 200 m. From 200 m to the bottleneck, the control is more successful in compensating for the
difference in distance, which brings the curves closer to ideal synchronicity again, whereby in some
cases an offset remains until 80 m before the bottleneck. The deviation increases again directly before
the interaction phase. This may be due to the switch of the synchronization mode to the longitudinal
control independent of the human drivers’ behavior. In most cases, the manual vehicle reaches the
interaction phase first since the human drivers show higher speed than 30 km/h in most cases.

The differences in distance (∆d) (Figure 13) result in M = –5.70 m (SD = 4.06 m) which corresponds
to a difference in TTA of M = –0.34 s (SD = 1.10 s). A negative difference in distance and TTA mean an
earlier arrival of the manual vehicle at the interaction phase.
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Figure 13. Distance differences and its relative frequency of the manual vehicles and AVs when one of
them has already reached the interaction phase. Negative values mean that the manual vehicle arrived
at the road bottleneck first.

6.2. Multi-Vehicle Study

6.2.1. Human Driving Behavior

Figure 14 shows the participants’ passing time in the case that the AV yielded the right of way
divided by the data of the single-driver simulation [30] (21 data sets) and the data of the multi-vehicle
simulation (10 data sets). One data set (n = 9) was removed in multi-vehicle simulation due to an
intervening participant in the AV. Table 3 contains the descriptive data. At the bottleneck narrowed
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on one side the passing time is similar in both studies with an average difference of 158 ms. At the
bottleneck narrowed on both sides the participants in the single-driver study needed on average 465 ms
more than in the multi-vehicle simulation.
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Figure 14. Participants average passing time in the case that the AV yields the right of way to the
oncoming human driver divided by the bottleneck type. The data of the single-driver simulation are
derived from Rettenmaier et al. [30].

Table 3. Descriptive data of the participants’ passing time. The data of the single-driver simulation are
derived from Rettenmaier et al. [30].

Bottleneck Narrowed on Both Sides Bottleneck Narrowed on One Side

Single-driver simulation
M (SD) [ms]

8445 (1405)
(n = 21)

7598 (495)
(n = 21)

Multi-vehicle simulation
M (SD) [ms]

7980 (740)
(n = 9)

7440 (310)
(n = 10)

6.2.2. Effect of Automation Failure

In the multi-vehicle simulation from ten trials four crashes occurred during the automation failure,
where the human driver crashed with the AV and its passenger. These encounters are characterized by
a late intervening AV’s passenger (TTC: 0.37 s, 0.65 s, 0.90 s, 0.94 s). The change in the aHMI was not
detected by the AV’s passenger in all four cases. Moreover, switching off the AV’s eHMI was only
detected by one manual driving participant. The other three participants did not detect that the eHMI
was deactivated. In contrast to the 40% crash rate of the multi-vehicle simulation, the single-driver
simulation showed a crash rate of 95% [30].

In six trials no crash occurred. These encounters include faster interventions of the AV’s passenger
braking to standstill (TTC: 1.31 s, 1.83 s, 2.06 s, 2.32 s, 2.44 s, 2.73 s). The AV’s passengers stated that
no oncoming traffic was detected permanently (once), that they had noticed the change in the aHMI
(three times), or that they could not give any information about the aHMI during the automation failure
(two times). None of the six human drivers that did not crash noticed that the eHMI was switched off.
They stated that the eHMI continuously communicated to yield the right of way.

7. Discussion

7.1. Technical Implementation

The results of the detail synchronization show that at the beginning the distance of the manual
vehicle to the road bottleneck is decreasing faster than the distance of the AV to the bottleneck.
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According to the driving data, this is due to a slower acceleration of the AV. Thus, the manual vehicle
accelerates strongly in the beginning and quickly reaches the maximum permitted speed. This fact
can be attributed to the accelerator pedal in the manual driving simulator setup, which has a lower
resistance than one of the Sensowheel pedals in the automated driving simulator setup. The resulting
distance difference is compensated by the distance control in the detail synchronization with the
distance passed. This can only be achieved by increasing the speed of the AV compared to the
manual vehicle. Nevertheless, the allowed 50 km/h on the AV side during detail synchronization
were rarely reached before the interaction phase. None of the participants reported that the speed
was below the maximum speed, so different speed regulations seem to be a good way to compensate
for differences in distance. Since the synchronicity increases with distance traveled, extending
the distance of the detail synchronization could provide an improvement. A further adjustment
of the PID controller could additionally provide improved synchronicity with a lower deviation.
In addition, a modification of the control loop, e.g., by a two-cascade control, would be thinkable.
However, the inconsistent setpoint changes caused by the driving behavior of the human driver make
it difficult to minimize the control deviation with the proposed possible improvements. In particular,
switching off the detail synchronization 80 m before the bottleneck leads to an increase in asynchrony
directly before the interaction phase. The absolute value of the resulting mean distance difference
(M = 5.7 m) only moderately exceeds the AV’s length (4.68 m), which we consider a tolerable deviation.
Previous multi-agent studies including two manual road users lacked in inducing the intended
interactions in a controlled manner in half of the recorded interactions in Will [18] and between 30%
and 43% in Hancock and de Ridder [16]. Compared to these studies, the synchronization of the AV
and the manual driver in this paper succeeded in all cases without an intervening AV’s passenger.
Therefore, the proposed method appears to be valid to implement a multi-vehicle simulation with
one AV.

7.2. Multi-Vehicle Study

7.2.1. Human Driving Behavior

The AV supports the human driver to efficiently pass through the bottleneck scenarios by
communicating to yield the right of way. The enhancement in traffic efficiency is reflected in the human
drivers’ short passing times. In comparison to the passing times of the single-driver simulation [30],
the ones of the multi-vehicle study are similar or even slightly faster. This could be attributable to the
fact that the AV arrived at the bottleneck a little later, which is an indication to yield the right of way in
real world traffic [31]. However, as there are no clear tendencies, we state that the synchronization
of both participants was implemented with sufficient accuracy and that there is no major influence
by the variance of synchronization. Thus, the multi-vehicle simulation has, apart from the complex
implementation, no disadvantage compared with the single-driver simulation when investigating the
interaction of an AV with a manual driving participant.

7.2.2. Effect of Automation Failure

The multi-vehicle simulation resulted in a lower crash rate compared to the single-driver study [30].
However, the automation failure in this paper resulted in four crashes of the AV and the human
driver, which means that the implemented scenario was too critical to be resolved by the participants.
Only one participant noticed that the AV switched off its eHMI. Switching off the eHMI to communicate
that the AV changes its strategy and passes through the bottleneck is insufficient. As already shown
in the single-driver simulation [30] the AV has to communicate the changing driving strategy more
saliently by displaying at least the message of the AV’s actual status. The increased stimulus would
result in faster reaction times by the participants [43] and could lower the crash rate. Additionally, only
30% of the AVs’ passengers noticed the change in the IC or HUD. Here, a salient presentation of the
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planned maneuver by an augmented reality HUD and the resulting shift of the visual attention to the
relevant driving environment could offer added value for future investigations [42].

In summary, participants were used to a perfect working automated system due to the previous
encounters. During the automation failure, participants were not attentive enough since it was hardly
possible for humans to monitor for unlikely abnormalities [44]. Therefore, we state that the AV’s
internal and external communication must be reliable and the AV must not change its strategy.

7.2.3. Is Multi-Vehicle Simulation Beneficial?

If a study deals with the interaction of a perfectly working AV with its passenger or surrounding
road users, there is no benefit of multi-vehicle simulation compared to the single-driver simulation
because the results show no clear descriptive tendencies. It makes no difference to the human drivers’
driving behavior whether there is a real passenger in the AV or whether the AV is implemented within
a single-driver simulation because in both cases the AV is programmed and the passenger has no
influence on the AV’s behavior. We state that in scenarios where only one human negotiation partner
affects the interaction it is sufficient to use single-driver simulation, thus avoiding the additional effort
of the multi-vehicle simulation.

If research deals with the interaction of two human negotiation partners like after the take-over
of the AV’s passenger during the automation failure, there is a benefit for multi-vehicle simulation.
The results show that the AV’s passenger lowered the crash rate by intervening in the multi-vehicle
simulation. The take-over including the timing and the braking behavior of the AV’s passenger is
barely possible to implement in the single-driver simulation.

7.3. Limitations

A statistical analysis between the data of the multi-vehicle simulation and the single-driver
simulation is not reasonable since the sample size in the present study was too small.
Nevertheless, descriptively analyzing the data shows similar results in driving behavior in multi-vehicle
and in single-driver simulation. Moreover, the sample was young and an above-average number
of male participants attended. It will be useful to conduct future experiments with an age- and
gender-balanced sample.

Since the human drivers’ driving behavior differed, the synchronization and thus the arrival
at the bottleneck was not completely simultaneous in each trial in the way that the human driver
reached the interaction phase first. This fact could have affected the participants’ passing times.
The variance in manual driving behavior had the additional effect of the AV sometimes demonstrating
incomprehensible driving behavior to compensate for the difference in distance. However, this problem
did not disturb any participant.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

Based on the successful synchronization of the AV and manual vehicle in this study, we recommend
a traffic light control for basic synchronization and a distance control for detail synchronization for
future investigations using multi-vehicle simulation. The multi-vehicle simulation compared to a
single-driver simulation revealed an added benefit for the automation failure scenario by realizing a
more human-like interaction of two potential reacting and acting participants.

Single-driver studies seem to be appropriate to enable a worst-case consideration without an
intervening AV’s passenger, for example, in automation failure scenarios. To investigate more realistic
regular interactions between several road users further multi-vehicle simulation studies should be
conducted. We suggest conducting a large-scaled study addressing several scenarios (e.g., bottlenecks,
intersections, roundabouts) to allow a deeper comparison with single-driver studies and a simultaneous
investigation of AV’s internal and external communication. Furthermore, future multi-agent simulation
studies should not be limited to motorized road users, but should also address vulnerable road users
such as cyclists and pedestrians.
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